Quenched disorder, such as impurities or lattice defects, can have major effects on the physical properties of materials. By “quenched”, one means that the disorder variables are frozen on the time scale of the experiments and thus do not anneal away. The last ten years have seen great progress in our understanding of such disordered systems. This has been possible in part through the introduction of new computational tools for finding ground states when the degrees of freedom are discrete, Hartmann and Rieger being two of the main actors in this thrust. Their book gives a broad perspective of the associated optimisation algorithms and also of the underlying physics issues. It will serve both as a guide and as a reference manual for graduate students and more advanced researchers wanting to work in this field. Beyond that audience, the book should also appeal to researchers interested in Thomson’s problem, sphere packing, Lennard-Jones atomic clusters or other continuous optimisation problems. Indeed, the book at large brings out the important physics issues that can be studied by examining ground states and also it covers some heuristic optimisation methods; both of these themes go far beyond discrete optimisation.

The book begins by introductory review chapters of complexity theory, standard graph algorithms and statistical physics; these make the book self-contained and accessible to most readers. The rest of the book is roughly divided into three parts. Firstly, there are those model systems whose complexity is not too high, that is, for which the ground state can be found via a polynomial-time algorithm. Many of these very efficient algorithms are associated with shortest paths on graphs or maximum flows in networks. Model systems that fall into this class are domain walls in disordered ferromagnets, the random-field Ising model, disordered antiferromagnets in a field (DAFF) and vortex lattice problems. Secondly, there are also the more difficult problems, for which one probably will never have such efficient methods. In such systems, one either uses branch-and-bound type algorithms or resorts to heuristics, which are not guaranteed to find the true optimum. The authors illustrate these methods on spin glasses (still a highly controversial subject) and the vertex cover problem (a computer science problem that is analogous to some extent to a discrete version of sphere packing).

In each of these chapters, the authors explain the state-of-the-art algorithms, first using high-level descriptions and then giving some pseudo-code; they also give the central physical issues and provide extensive bibliographical listings. All this makes clear the opportunities that are still open and what tools are likely to make further progress possible.

Finally, there is a third part to the book, in case you didn’t gain your Ph.D. in computational physics in the last five years. Indeed, a 60 page chapter brings you up to date on the good ways to manage a computational project, with everything from programming tools and libraries to data analysis and article preparation.

Let me stress that this book is conceived to be practical: there is an extensive index; no unnecessary formalism nor abstractions are used; each chapter goes quickly to the essential issues and to the state-of-the-art computational methods. Another point is that the book is self-contained except for the fact that no source code is included; note however that quite good optimisation codes are freely available on the Web, and so the motivated reader should be able to get started quite quickly. Lastly, this book focuses on a still-evolving research field and so it cannot give a definitive coverage; nevertheless, it should be useful for beginners and practitioners alike.
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